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Introduction What will you do?  

A. You will go home.  

B. You will go to the rooftop of a building.  

C. You will go to a beach.  

D. You will stay here, not moving. 



Introduction Where does this road lead to?  

A. Temple/Shrine.  

B. Basement parking  

C. School  

D. Municipal office  



The Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake  

Date/Time: January 17, 1995, 5:46 a.m.  
 

Epicenter: Northern of Awaji-shima Island 

                 (lat. 34°36′N, long. 135°02′N)  
 

Depth of focus: 16 km  
 

Magnitude: 7.3  



The Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake  

Number of deaths: 6,434 (including 174 foreigners)  
 

Number of missing persons: 3  
 

Number of injured persons: 43,792  
 

Number of house damages: 639, 686  
 

Amount of burning floor  

space: 835, 858 ㎡  



Vulnerable people  

Those who need support to get required information  

immediately and evacuate to safe places in order to  

guard oneself against disaster 

 

＝ elderly and disabled persons, foreigners, infants,  

    pregnant women, etc.  
 

Vulnerable people cannot be adapted to new environment  

very much, so they will have difficulty adjusting to new life  

and living in evacuate shelters.  

 

But if they receive appropriate support, they will be able to  

live independently.  



Local disaster prevention plan for Aichi Prefecture  

Total population: 7,427,518  

 

Foreign population: 197, 808 (ratio of population: 2.7%)  

 

Number of municipalities: 54  

 

Rate of establishment of disaster  

prevention plan: 100%（54/54） 



Foreign residents living in Aichi Prefecture  

Number of foreign residents: 197,808  

 

Nationality： Top 10(＊Total 159) 

 1.Brazil 2.China 3.Korea 4.Philippines 5.Peru 

 6.Vietnam 7.Indnesia 8.Nepal 9.U.S.A 10.Thailand 

 

Official Language： Top 5 

 1.Portuguese(25%)   

 2.Chinese(25%) 

 3.Tagalog(14%)         

 4.Spanish (5%) 5.Vietnamese(3%) 

 

Multilingual information provision  

at ordinary times ： 5 Languages 

 English, Chinese, Korean 

 Portuguese, Spanish  

Brazil 
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Foreign travelers to Aichi Prefecture  

Foreign travelers： 757,000 peoples/y （’05-’09 Ave.） 
 

Nationality：Top 10（’09） 
 1.China 2.Taiwan 3.S.Korea 4.U.S.A 5. Hong Kong 

 6. Thailand, Germany 8. Singapore, Australia, U.K, etc. 

 

Official Language：Top 5（’09） 
 1.Chinese(49.3%)  

 2.English(19.8%) 

 3.Korean(13.8%) 

 4.Thai, German(3.1%) 



Point 1. Contents 

【Current status 】 

 ・In general, information provision in Japanese for  

    Japanese citizens 

   （Nothing to be given specially for foreign citizens）  

【Challenges】 

① Multilingual information provision for foreign citizens who  

  have difficulty getting information in Japanese. 
 

② Information provision required for foreign citizens: 
  Ex. procedures for departure and entry, supporting to return home by  

     the government of one’s home country, etc. 
 

③ Support system for multinational households such as  

   intercultural marriage, etc. : 

  Ex. supporting to return home by the government of one’s home  

     country, permission for status of residence after being bereaved of  

     one’s husband/wife, etc.  



Special Extension of Period of Stay  Those who cannot go to the Immigration Services to renew  

their period of stay due to the Tohoku Earthquake will be  

granted a special extension of stay as a special case. If you met all the 3 following conditions (A, B and C) as of  

March 11, you will be granted the extension.   
A. You had the status of residence B. Your status of residence will expire by August 30, 2011. C. You were in one of the following prefectures or you had  

  been a registered alien in one of the following prefectures  

  when the earthquake happened.    Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, Ibaraki 

Case 1．Information required for foreign citizens  



Supporting to return home by the government of  

one’s home country   
  
 

 

Q. Among the following 4 family members, who can take  

this plane? 
 

 

A. Chinese wife marrying the Japanese husband (Chinese nationality) 
 

B. Japanese husband marrying the Chinese wife (Japanese nationality) 
 

C. Child born between the couple (Japanese nationality) 
 

D. Child born between the couple (Chinese nationality)  

Case 2．Support system for multinational households  

The Chinese Government announced having 

Chinese in Japan back to China temporarily at 

public expense by a charter flight.  



Point 2. Communication tools 

【Current status 】 

 ・Each municipality develops multilingual information 

  provision tools. 

  Ex. Web site, Hazard Map, SNS (facebook, twitter), Radio etc.  

【Challenges】 

 

① According to each municipality, number of languages and  

  sorts of tools differ. 

 

② Municipal and associations’ stuff cannot use these tools well. 

 

③ These tools are not famous among foreign citizens.  



Tool 1. Notices  

13 Languages 

 

-Japanese 

-Simple Japanese 

-Chainese(Beijin) 

-Chainese(Taiwan) 

-English 

-Korean 

-Indonesian 

-Portuguese 

-Russian 

-Spanish 

-Tagalog 

-Thai 

-Vietnamese 





Tool 2. Websites, SNS(facebook, twitter) 



Tool 3. Radio(MP3) 

5 Languages 

 

-Chinese 

-English 

-Korean 

-Tagalog 

-Vietnamese 

http://www.tcc117.org/fmyy/1103_tabumane/en120.mp3


Point 3. Frameworks 

【Current status 】 
 ・As of 2009, establishment of “Multilingual Emergency and Disaster Support  

    Center Setup and Management Manual”. 

    The Council of Local Authorities for International Relations 

   → each municipality and international exchange association 

 ・Conclusion of own disaster agreement among some municipalities 

    (city or municipal level).  

【Challenges】 
① Each municipality is not obliged to establish the disaster support system  

     for foreigners, subject to the sole discretion of the mayor and stuff of  

     each municipality. 

② Among the “Vulnerable people”, elderly and disabled persons are  

     considered as more important ones than foreigners required for supports,  

     because of high population and the degree of necessity.  

③ Many municipalities do not have any specialists regarding disaster support  

     for foreigners, and also have no systems for development of these  

     specialists.  



The Council of Local Authorities for International Relations (incorporated foundation) 

“Multilingual Emergency and Disaster Support Manual 2012”  



In the future  

Multilingual Emergency and Disaster Support System  

will always be required. 
 Government: proposal of the guideline, financial support for  

          municipalities, etc. 

 Municipalities: establishment of the department in charge, development  

           of specialists, etc.  

 NGOs: cooperation and collaboration between NGOs and municipalities, etc.  

・Establishment of safe and comfortable life  

 environment for residents. 
 

・Attracting foreign travelers and companies. 
 

・Disaster and emergency prevention support in  

 other countries, contribution to international  

 society, etc. 
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